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ABSTRACT

The natural homomorphism of pure spinors corresponding to a

given Clifford algebra C2v to polarized isotropic n-planes of

complex Euclidean space E ^ is taken as a starting point for the

construction of a geometry called spinor geometry where pure spinors

are the only elements out of which all tensors have to be constructed

(analytically aa bilinear polynomia of the components of a pure

spinor). C, and Cg spinor geometry are analyzed but it seems

that Cg spinor geometry is necessary to construct MinkowskL apace

Sp*1. Cg spinor field equations give rise in Minkowsld space to

a pair of Dirac equations (for conformal semispinors) presenting an

su(2) internal symmetry algebra. Kass is generated by spontaneously

breaking the original 0(4,2) symmetry of the spinor equation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internal symmetry first entered in physics with the discovery

of atomic spectroscopie lines splitting under the action of a

magnetic field: the Zeeman effect. In order to explain it, an

"internal quantum number" was attributed to the electron: the

spin one and the Pauli—SchrBdanger equation was then proposed to

describe the dynamical behaviour of electrons in atoms and to

explain and predict (successfully) the mentioned phenomena. This

equation also revealed that in the absence of magnetic fields the

electron (non relativistic) manifested an su(2) "internal"

symmetry algebra represented by Pauli matrices.

The Zeeman effect was then well "explained" through this su(2)

electron "internal symmetry" but this symmetry was certainly not yet

"understood". This came only after, with the discovery of the rela-

tivistic spinor field equation and with the recognition that the spin

"internal symmetry" of the (non relativistic) electron was the con-

sequence of relativistic covariance and of the fact that the electron

was an example of the realization in nature of a basis for the most

elementary representation of the Lorentz group: the spinorial one.

Then, with the Dirac equation,not only electron spin internal

symmetry, but also many more features of relativistic electro-

dynamics were predicted, explained and understood.

At present some, at least, of the elementary particle phenomena

may be "explained" in terms of internal symmetry groups or algebras;

but no accepted understanding of internal symmetry is yet in sight

not even of the simplest ones such as su{2) isotopic spin (or

flavour).

In our opinion this "understanding" is a necessary step for

the subsequent discovery of the appropriate machinery by which

internal symmetry groups or algebras act in elementary particle

dynamics and again it appears to us that for that understanding

we have to go deeper in the study of the role of spinors in geometry,

and consequently in physics, and that the only possible key for

this study is the natural homomorphism of spinors with maximal

isotropic polarized varieties of a given space and the impact it

may have on the geometrical support for the description of physical

phenomena.

In the present paper we will give a short account of an attempt

towards this understanding. As a tool we will employ the spinor

theory in complex Euclidean spaces of 2n dimensions E^L as

formulated by P. Cartan [l] .

The main ingredients of this theory,relevant for our purpose,

are the following:

A) A pure spinor ^ of E|n is naturally homomorphic to a

polarized n dimensional isotropic hypers-plane L 3 J °^

Ep^ direct sum of two isotropic semi n -planes f* Cp̂ - "1 and

^i a n d *^n semispinors :

and this homomorphism is substantially an equivalence on which
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we will base our definition of spinor-geometry of E ^ as

the one which, may be based on [" (i>̂  ~\ f c^ 1 and their

intersections.

B):. The E> Cartan definition of the pure spinor \ in terms of

isotropic vectors P of

will be the basis for the definition of the naturally covariant |V]

spinor field equations of motion.

C). Reflections are the building blocks of rotations in EJL.

Reflections will then generate internal symmetry algebras

acting on the spinor multiplet which £ becomes in Mlnkoweki

space M^f . In fact some of them will commute with Poincare"

group and they and their products will build up su(n) algebras.

Let

(2.1)

2. THE CLIFFOBD A1GEBEAS AITD SPINOR SPACES

r r
be the generators of a given Clifford algebra C2a defined by

The C ^ spinor

vector space £

\ ia a vector of a N= 211 dimensional complex

where Cj^ is linearly represented.

With 1^ we may construct elements of Lie algebras; let

us in particular construct the so(2n) one (we suppose for the

sake of brevity that g ^ = S^ otherwise we will have

-^, ̂  )) with elements:

where

(2.3)

linearly represented in

(2.4)

gives a representation of 3O(2n) group. (2.1) and (2.4) give,

in S^. a representation of 0(2n).

Consider the element of C ^ :

2; 5)

it commutes with those of Salj'. It is then a Casindr operator

of so(2n) for which \ is then reducible. Let us choose a basis

in Sf, for which:

<2-*> i C - T . . . ) ^

where U

kind of

j. are // -2 component semispinors of the I and II

We will say that Y in (2.6) is in the Cartan basis*
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and Ci> are S0(2*) irreducible, ^ ia 0(2*0 irreducible.

Consequently,

(2.7)

and

(2.8)

Q and S_ in the Cartan basis nave the form

A.

o A,

For | pure spinor -tne only non-aero tenaors V ^p' are:

vc«: ,<>'
and V i= o for p - n = 3 (Mod 4)

In -the Cartan basis N/*-11^ components have the form ; \_l\

and the non-zero V

Let us define the matrix T*> with the property:
(2'.3

where the superscript r means transposed. It may be expressed as

the product of v F, '. "B ~ 'i % — "7M, •

Then we may construct the 0(2n) antisymmetric tensors V'

as bilinear V polynomia with components:

-(P)

(2f.9)

*) P and r be use(i "I"0 obtain a representa--h, P and 2n i

tion of so(2n + 2) algebra in S° , but not of o(2n + 2)'. Vice-

versa A and ^ i a b in (2.7) together with C ^ _ 2 Clifford

algebra and the Casimir operator corresponding to (2.5) may generate

a representation of so(2n) algebra in S°A/_ 2 o(2n).

These possibilities are of importance for the discussion of spinor

field equation covarlance and of the limitations of these covariances'.

are x 211"1 matriceswhere M, H, E

The main theorem of K. Cartan [l ] establishes that for a

pure spinor:

a) V and V ^ are isotropic tensors.

D) V P l u s a ^SH i s equivalent to the spinor ] i t se l f

which may tie thought of as a. polarized isotropic hyper-

plane [\~] o f dimension n direct sum because of (2.10)

of two polarized isotropic send-planes [ ^ J and [ ^ a ] >

and from (2.11) we have that

and

V(T) is the intersection of

V f tfw'
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We have now the elements for the definition of our spinor

geometry.

3 . SPIHOE GEOMETBY

and of the intersections of and

V if)
^ 3

whose components may be explicitely expressed in terms of bilinear

polynonda of "J components

(3U)

Definition

We will call "ByLnor geometry" corresponding to a given

Clifford algebra C ^ generated by

v r r
with

the one constituted by the 0(2n) isotropic n-vector V

equivalent, when polarized, to ^ pure spinora of

Sinn of two isotropic semi n-vectors [ fji a^d [ •jf

and ^ aendspinors:

C2 ; direct

being CP

whose components may be explicitely expressed in terms of bilinear

polynomia of } components;

Remark

Once the spinor representations of 0(2M.) are determined, one

could construct all the tensor ones by taking more spinors or

vectors of S0,,, • Ibis procedure would deviate from our criterion

of economy and specially would not exploit the equivalence of

pure C ^ spinor with polarized isotropic <w-tensors which is

perhaps the only possible bridge to go from the elementary

Clifford algebra and spinor spaces s^ to Euclidean tensors'.

We have now the possibility to draw the consequences from the

hypothesis of spinors elementarity. In our formulation it will

consist of the assumption that spinor geometry is a sufficient

and only legitimate geometrical structure to represent the phy-

sical world and in particular Minkowsld. space-time:.

We will now briefly examine C,, Cg spinor geometries and

try to see which part of physics may be contained in these frames.

This is a preliminary study and does not pretend to be complete'.

But we will see that it gives some interesting suggesticns even at

this preliminary stage.
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SPIKOE GEOMEHflT

is generated by

a vector y of S| is a four component spinor and is pure.

Semispinors are:

•Hie so(4) Ide algebra is represented in spinor apace by*^:

f4.3)

the elements of Ĉ  spinor geometry i s given by the 0(4) isotropi

bivector ]/ ( 2 ) = [y j= [tt-2 <£> fir} with-components:

C4-4)

and the isotropic four vector V 5 L^I <"* L^J V with

components:

It is easy to verify explicitely in terms of the V components

that V*,, and V^ are isotropic. In particular if the 0(4)

*) If we take 5^^ Jf\, JC ij- <f 5- we may construct a

representation of the so(6) Lie algebra (conformal if we start

from so(3tl^l» But then Y^_ cannot be interpreted as reflection

operators; y is then to be considered as a 4-component seadspinor

of C'6*
- 9 -

tensors TMV a n^ the dual j-^u, axe expressed in terms of the

V(2)0(3) vectors E and pseudovector H

expressed by

The isotropy is

(4.6)

G • w =

while for V

(4.7)

(3)

V

WB see then that C. spinor geometry may not contain scalars

and pseudoscalars but is only apt to represent the electromagnetic

field as propagating in vacuum and coordinates on the light cone

or the four momentum of a massless particle.

If we reverse equations (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain

Op to now the spinor components ^ are commuting c-numbers.

In a quantized theory they could be considered as anti-commuting

operators'. If we adopt the

Hypothesis 4:

Spinor components belonging to semispinors of opposite land

anticommute:

*) We think that this hypothesis may be deduced as a Proposition

from more general axioms. For the moment we may only affirm that

it is compatible with the Paul! exclusive principle.
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From this and (4.8) we deduce with Casimir operator

which is the known Poincare" supersymmetry equation* However,, in

this case y may not be interpreted as translation generators'.

As a consequence of Hypothesis 4, quantized F ^ = 0: that is,

(4.4) may not be taken as a basis for a neutrino theory of light.

If we substitute <^/tv in^l) with Hlnkowski M^ , (4.3)

(2,C) and E, H, V are real for

Majorana spinors.

Despite the fact that spinor geometry may furnish the

frame for the representation of the electromagnetic field F
A1

coordinates of the light cone in Minkowski space or momenta of

massless particles and even formally supersymmetry equations, it is

not enough to represent scalars and coordinates outside the light

cone, etc. Let us then consider:

5. Cg SPINOR GEOMETRY

algebra be generated by 1 B " r ; I L( fj I ^ I & fLet the

satisfying

(5.1)

The so(4,2) Lie algebra, isomorphic to the conformal Lie algebra,

is represented in Sg by:

(5.3)

spinor or So vector | may be defined in the Cartan basis :

with ^ T and ^5 semi spinors of the I and II kind. We will

define also the Mrac basis from:

(5.5) j

It is clear that 1̂ " and \J~ are C. spinors and

• r*1 /•"* i~"

act as the Pauli representation O~, , ̂  ; 0~ of su(2) lie algebra

on the C. spinor doublet:

(5.7)
V*

and they commute with the Lorentz algebra

(5.8) * r ('A

- 12 -
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They may represent the geometrical origin of an internal su(2)

symmetry (since T are anticommuting reflection operators one can

escape the no go theorem^.

Cg spinor geometry ia constituted by:

and

where B =

15.11)

We have

for j pure spinor. The Btirac "basis (5.1) allows us to express

the elements of the C, spinor geometry V and V in terms

of the C. spinors \f , V ^ and consequently in terms of 0(3jl)

tensors (because of the metric chosen in(5.1)).

We obtain precisely that [3] :

®ti*] ? A ^ r;;, F ;

that is an axial vector A A , a four vector \A, and two anti-

symmetric tensors given by:

(5.13)
= i VI

6 I,

and

(5.14)

where P is a pseudoscalar P

two four-vectors given by:

(5.15)

We see immediately that adopting Hypothesis 4 we obtain from (5.13)

and (5.15):

an antisymmetric tensor and

That is, formally, extended Poincare" supersymmetry presenting an

su(2) internal symmetry with generators represented by (5.6).

The 0(3,1) tensors constructed from Cg Clifford algebra

are not isotropic and then */ need not be isotropic and in

principle it could represent coordinates outside the light cone

in MJ» . As a consequence of Hypothesis 4, the 0(3,1) tensors

in (5.11-)s r\ AA
a r e 2 e r o expressed in terms of

y*/ '/»; /*«
quantized (anticommuting) "U^t. While those in (5.14): I,

t̂vi.1, > -̂ «, are non zero operators when expressed in terms of

quantized V^ . T"̂ ^ could then in principle close the Lorentz

algebra (but not Poincare"). However, for pure spinors, the C,

spinor geometry does not seem to contain scalars, and then we

could not define mass in its frame.
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At a f i rs t study then i t seems that Cg spinor geometry

generated by S-£g pure spinors is "the lainiiiial to generate

Minkowski relat ivist ic pseudo-Euclidean geometry.

6. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

If spinors did actually have a fundamental role in the

determination of the geometrical structure of space-time and then

of physics, it is to be expected that among the field equations

we meet in physics the spinor field equations should play a

central role. Each Clifford algebra should then have ita spinor

field equation which implies that we may define a spinor field.

This in turn means that we now must have a Euclidean or pseudo-

Euclidean space ^2n ̂ ^^ coordinates ̂  where the spinor field

is defined. The fact that these coordinates can further be

expressed in terms of isotropic varieties corresponding to pure

spinors can be assumed without interfering with the study of the

equations of motion, aa we shall see. Let us then try to

explicitely construct these equations as they derive from the

definition of spinors.

The E. Cartan [lj equation of definition of a pure spinor ?

Let us now assume:

(6.1) r, i') -
gives a direct correlation of a spinor | with isotropic vectors

P* in fact from (6.1) and (2.2) follows for ]" + ° :

(6.2) =. o

and for J pure spinor J-.̂  € L j J .

(6.3) f 7 H

covariant and the S0(2n) covariant

where M are coordinates of an E? generally complex

Euclidean space corresponding to C^. Prom (4.1) we may then

obtain the basic spinor field equations for the spinor fields.

(6.4) ' * ^

It is obviously 0(2n)

equations will be

r—v '

(6.5) ' j o

and they will involve the 2±~ component semispinors VL and

îr • They are S0(2n) covariant since ' J.IH+I

anticommute with I^ . W e could also express the spinors ^

of C ^ in terms of two spinors of C2n_2
 by usinS ̂ e projectors

*< 1 i ^TM T*-, )• In fact, setting

(6.6)

(6.7)

(we will call
Yl

the Hirac basis)

- 16 -



ihe "•2n Clifford algebra generators may have tlie form:

(6.8) iP
/ " •

o t o - »•

the C ^ j Cliffordwhere y1*-= 1, 2 .... 2n - 2 and

algebra generators and "̂ fi.; V*- ^"^ vectors of S*L_2 , that

ie, are C ^ _ 2 spinora. Tfiey could also be considered as

C2n -2 3 P i n o r

(6.9)

and as aach obey the 0(2n - 2) equations

- o

In particular, we could expect to derive (6.9) from (6.4) through;

(6.10)

-i^ /a.*-!

and in this case (6.9) (or one of them) can be considered as

30(2n ) covariant. But certainly this covariance may not be a

"natural covariance" [2] since t^j may not be a basis for a faith-

ful representation of 0(2M) in spinor space.

We will now apply these considerations to C^ and Cg spinor3.

which generates massless , 0(3,1) covariant Uirac equation .

In the Cartan basis

(7.2)

(7.3)

r

Y

o T;

u

/ * •

or =

and semiBpinora «., V obey SO (3,1) covariant ffeyl equations

e7.4j r

In the Cartan basis the J.-„ and {*,* elements of C,

spinor geometry have the form:

(7.5)

(7.6) ^ i ^ r/*l"'~ *- ./*"

7. SPIWOB PIELD EQUATION FOR 0^ SPIHOHS

The E. Cartan definition of C. spinor is

(7.1) ^ D

- 17 -

suppose W-(x) and V(x) are plane wave solutions of Weyl

equations (7.4) '

(7.7) , , .

- 18 -



then it easily follows by force of (7.4) that L.

solutions of the Maxwell equations in vacuum: r

(7.8) Mv
-̂  o

JA.V
-n O

the Cg spinor field equation:

(8.3) - o

This shows the basic role of spinor field equations. Since

X-uj and {-A,,, are bilinear in spinor components one could be

induced to draw from this result tile conclusion that the photon

is composite of spinors. But this interpretation is instead wrong

since for ^(x) and \T(x) wave packets Zu* •**tJ \^ do not

satisfy Maxwell equations. Furthermore, -£*„-•' *'*"* +/î " ° ̂ 0T

U- and V" quantized as we have seen (one would violate the

Pauli principle; that is, statistics).

We have seen that C, spinor geometry is not sufficient as a

geometrical frame for physics and Cg spinors axe necessary.

Consequently, if this is true, Cg spinor field equations should

have a central role in physics.

We assume the metric (5,1), and equation (8.3) is 0 (4,2) covariant.

Let us introduce homogeneous coordinates

(8.4)

where t i s a unit of length, and let us adopt the Dirac basis

by which

(8.5)

8. SPINOR FIELD EQUATIONS FOE Cg SPJNOES

From the E. Cartan definition of Cg pure spinors:

(8.1)

We draw, by defining

(8.2)

r rr

2

- 19 -

where

(8.6) ' 6 ' s ~ ^

and (8.3) becomes (for t (<y) homogeneous of degree -2)

. 0

(8.7)

/ * •

- 20 -



I-t is easily seen that ^" i transform as Dirae spinors for the

0(3,1) subgroup of 0(4,2). But they have different dimensions in

terms of t- , aa can toe seen from (8.7).

The system may be partially solved by:

(8.8)

choosing

(8.13) < t i 'Cx j ^ 4 - ^ j . ; <VH , ~ Mil t S Nu

the <k dependence disappears from the equations (8.12) and we

may go to the limit <* = 0; that is, to Minkowski space obtaining:

for

(8.9)

where c , d. are integration constants,

Ci
(8.10)

and "3 • J j are Bessel polynomia, For c

the same dimension in terms of t we have that

(8.11)

For o the systems reduce to:

^

and di having

(8.14)

CM -

where now x represents space-time and î  y l/̂  are Dirac spinors

which, because of (8.8) and (8.11) may have both dimensions - 3/2

in terms of L .

From (8.14) we obtain two Dirac equations for the 0(4,2)

semispinors

(8.15)

and ^ 00 '.

D

- o

They are only S0(3,l) covariant but they manifest an su(2)

internal symmetry algebra represented by the reflections with

respect to *W- ^ t and their product:

1 r p v F

commuting with Poincare*.

From C, spinor field equation we then obtain a pair of

(coupled) Dirac equations for (canonical Dirac) conformal sendspinors

- 21 - - 22 -



CURRENT ICTP PREPRINTS AMD IWTEKNAi,

t ^1 / 4 \ ) tfr 4Y presenting an su(2) internal

symmetry algebra commuting with Poincar£ algebra. This could then

constitute a possible explanation of the geometrical origin of su(2)

internal symmetry algebra.

Furthermore from (8.10) we see that mass m (not transforming

with dilatations) seems to originate spontaneously from the

breafcLng of O (4,2) symmetry of the original equation. I t is

worth mentioning that internal symmetry survives after the

breaking of the O (4,2) symmetry and i s then valid also for

massive systems in conformity with what we observe in nuclear

phenomena.
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